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Abstract

Image binarization is one of the main techniques 

for image segmentation. It segments an image into 

foreground and background. The foreground contains 

interested objects. Usually, the binarization is carried 

out with a threshold found from the histogram of an 

image automatically. It has many applications in 

pattern recognition, computer vision, and image and 

video understanding. This paper formulates the 

binarization as an optimization problem: finding the 

best threshold that minimizes a weighted sum-of-

squared-error function. A fast iterative optimization 

algorithm is given to reach this goal. Our algorithm is 

also compared with a classic commonly-used 

binarization method. The experiments show that the 

two algorithms yield the same segmentation results but 

our algorithm is more efficient. 

1. Introduction 

Image segmentation plays a very important role in 

many tasks of pattern recognition, computer vision, 

and image and video retrieval. Many approaches have 

been proposed in the literature [1–5]. Image 

binarization is one of the most important techniques 

for image segmentation. Its goal is to automatically 

find a threshold from the histogram of the image under 

study. The threshold divides the image into two 

regions each with similar gray levels. Among many 

binarization techniques, the Otsu’s method [6] is 

considered as the most commonly-used one in the 

survey papers in [1–5]. It is also ranked as the best and 

fastest global binarization technique in [2], [3] and [7]. 

In applications such as real-time recognition, video 

surveillance, and tracking systems, it is desirable to 

develop as fast algorithms as possible while keeping 

necessary processing quality for a task. This paper 

proposes an efficient approach to image binarization. 

We formulate the binarization as a discrete 

optimization problem: finding the best threshold that 

minimizes a weighted sum-of-squared-error objective 

function. A fast iterative optimization algorithm is 

proposed to reach this goal based on the histogram. 

We also compare our method with the Otsu’s. Both 

theoretic analysis and experiments show that the two 

methods yield the same segmentation results but our 

algorithm is much faster. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 

formulation and algorithm of the new method are 

given in Section 2. The comparison between the two 

methods is presented in Section 3. The experimental 

results are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 

concludes this paper. 

2. The proposed approach 

In this section, we first formulate image 

binarization as a discrete optimization problem based 

on the histogram of the image, and then give the new 

iterative algorithm for finding the optimal threshold. 

2.1. Formulation of the problem 

The goal of image binarization is to divide the 

pixels of an image into two regions with similar gray 

levels. This is similar to data clustering where data are 

partitioned into clusters with similar properties. 

Therefore, the widely used sum-of-squared-error 

criterion in data clustering [8, 9] is modified in this 

paper to be the objective function for our application. 

Suppose that there are L  gray levels }1,...,1,0{ L

in an image. Let ln  denote the number of pixels at 

level l . If an image contains two different objects each 
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with exactly the same gray level (an ideal case), there 

will be only two non-zero ln , }1,...,1,0{ Ll , in the 

histogram of this image (see Fig. 1(a)). However, the 

practical histogram of a real image with two objects 

always has much more non-zero ln  on it. These gray 

levels spread on the histogram in a wide range, as 

shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus we formulate the image 

segmentation as finding the two clusters on the 

histogram such that the total deviation of the gray 

levels from their corresponding cluster centers 

(centroids) is minimized (see Fig. 1(c)). More 

formally, we give the following formulation. 
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Fig. 1.  (a) An ideal histogram with only two non-zero 

gray levels. (b) A practical histogram with two 

clusters. (c) One partition of the two clusters of the 

gray levels, 1S  and 2S , where the centroids of the 

clusters are 1m  and 2m , and the threshold is t .

Definition 1. Suppose that the histogram of an 

image is divided into two clusters (disjoint subsets) 1S

and 2S , as shown in Fig. 1(c). Let 1m  and 2m  be the 

centroids of the clusters. The image binarization 

problem is to search for the partition 1S and 2S  such 

that the objective function 
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is minimized. The threshold t  can be obtained from 

the final partition 1S  and 2S .

We call ),( 21 mmf  a weighted sum-of-squared-

error function, where ln  serves as a weighting factor. 

The centroids are calculated by 
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For convenience, let 
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which is the weighted sum of the squared errors in 

cluster iS .

Now we derive some equations that are useful for 

developing an algorithm to find the partition of 

clusters. The algorithm uses iterative improvement to 

minimize ),( 21 mmf .

Assume that a gray level k  currently in cluster iS

is tentatively moved to cluster jS .  Then jm  changes 

to *
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By (2) and (3), the last term in (6) vanishes. Thus *

jf

has a compact expression 

.
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Under the assumption that iS  has other gray levels in 

addition to gray level k , implying that ki nd , we can 

show in a similar way that im  changes to
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and if  decreases to
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From (7) and (9), we see that the transfer of gray 

level k  from cluster iS  to jS  can reduce ),( 21 mmf
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The above equations and analysis lead to the algorithm 

presented in the next section. 

2.2. The binarization algorithm 

Here the algorithm is listed first. Some discussion 

and analysis are given later.

1. Select an initial partition of two clusters 1S  and 

2S of the L  gray levels on the histogram and 

calculate 1m , 2m , 1d  and 2d  using (2) and (3) 

2. Nochanged

3. for 1,...,1,0 Lk do

4. begin

5.    if ki nd  (suppose iSk  currently)  then

6.    begin

7.
kj

jkj

j
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i

nd

mknd
r

nd
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r

22 )(
,
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8.       if ij rr then  (move k  to jS )

9.       begin

10.          Update jm  and im  with (5) and (8) 

11.          kii ndd ; kjj ndd

12.          Yeschanged

13.       end

14.    end

15. end

16. if Yeschanged  goto Step 2  

17. else Find threshold t  from the final 1S  and 2S

18. Return t  and stop 

This algorithm reflects the idea of iteratively 

improvement in minimizing the objective function 

),( 21 mmf  as described in Section 2.1. The 

optimization procedure repeats until no further 

improvement is obtained. A good initial partition can 

reduce the number of iterations. Let the smallest and 

largest non-zero gray levels on the histogram be minl

and maxl , respectively. A good initial partition can be 

obtained by equally dividing ],[ maxmin ll  into two 

clusters.

It is not difficult to find the computational 

complexity of the algorithm. Step 1 or Step 17 can be 

computed in )(LO  time. The computation from Step 3 

to Step 15 also requires )(LO  time. Therefore, the 

algorithm runs in )(LQO  time with Q  being the 

number of iterations, which is the number of times 

Step 2 is visited. From our experiments, we find that 

10Q  in general. 

3. Comparison with the Otsu’s method 

As mentioned in Section 1, the Otsu’s method [6] is 

considered as the best and fastest global binarization 

technique in the surveys [2] and [3]. In this section, we 

will show that the proposed method is equivalent to the 

Otsu’s method but our algorithm is more efficient. We 

briefly describe the method at first. 

Otsu proposed his binarization method from a 

statistical point of view. Suppose that there are N

pixels and L  gray levels }1,...,1,0{ L  in an image. 

Let ln  denote the number of pixels at level l . Then 

1

0

L

l lnN . The histogram of an image can be 

normalized as a probability distribution by 

.1,
1

0

L

l

l
l

l p
N

n
p                     (11) 

Assume that a threshold t  divides the gray levels 

into two clusters: 

},...,1,0{1 tS  and }1,...,2,1{2 LttS .

Let )(2 tw , )(2 tB , and 2

T  be the within-class 

variance, between-class variance, and the total 

variance of the gray levels. Then the optimal threshold 

t  is determined by maximizing one of the three criteria: 
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The three criteria in (12) are equivalent, and 2

T  is 

not a function of t . Therefore, since  is the simplest 

to compute, the optimal threshold *t  is obtained by 

)(maxarg 2

10

* tt B
Lt

.                     (13) 

Otsu used an exhaustive way to search for the 

optimal threshold [6]. The computational complexity 

of his algorithm is )( 2LO . Obviously, our algorithm 

with complexity )(LQO  presented in Section 2.2 is 

more efficient because 255L  and 10Q  in general. 

Next, we proof that the two methods are equivalent in 

essence.

Theorem 1.  If )(2 tB  in (13) is maximized by a 

partition 1S  and 2S , the objective function ),( 21 mmf

in (1) is minimized by the same partition, and vice 

versa.

Proof.  It is not difficult to find the relation 

)()( 222 tt BWT  from the above equations. Thus 

the partition that maximizes )(2 tB  will minimize 

)(2 tW . Now what we need to verify is to show that the 

same partition minimizes )(2 tW  and ),( 21 mmf

simultaneously. By rewriting )(2 tW , we have 
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1
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we have ii m , 2,1i , by comparing (15) and (16) 

with (2) and (3). Therefore, from (1) and (14), we 

obtain the relation 

),()( 21

2 mmftN W ,                    (17) 

which means that for each partition 1S  and 2S , the 

values of )(2 tN W  and ),( 21 mmf  are the same. Thus, 

the partition that minimizes one also minimizes the 

other.                                                                            

Although Otsu proposed his binarization method 

from a statistical point of view, while we develop our 

method from the viewpoint of data clustering, 

Theorem 1 reveals that they are equivalent. However, 

the above computational complexity analysis of the 

two algorithms indicates that our algorithm is more 

efficient.

It is worth noting that both the new and the Otsu’s 

methods can be extended to the segmentation with 

more than one threshold on the histogram. The 

extension is straightforward, and the detail can be 

found in [10]. Suppose 1c  thresholds segment the 

histogram into c  clusters. The complexities of the new 

algorithm and the Otsu’s algorithm are )(cLQO  and 

)( ccLO , respectively. It is clear that the new algorithm 

is more efficient. 

4. Experimental results 

The proposed algorithm is implemented in Visual 

C++ and runs on a 1 GHz Pentium III PC. For 

comparison, we also implement the Otsu’s method [6]. 

More than 80 images have been used to test the two 

algorithms. Most of the images used in the experiments 

are chosen from web sites on the internet, such as the 

one in [11] where a number of public image and video 

databases are available. In all the experiments, the two 

algorithms obtain the same result for each image. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of the segmentation by the 

new or the Otsu’s algorithm. Fig. 2(a) is a fingerprint 

image, and Fig. 2(b) gives the satisfactory binarization 

result. The threshold obtained is 120 and 3Q . Fig. 

3(a) is an infrared image. The segmentation result by 

the two algorithms is very good. For this example, the 

number of iterations 3Q  also in the new algorithm. 
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                (a)                                (b) 

(c)

Fig. 2.  (a) A fingerprint image. (b) Binarization result 

by the two algorithms. (c) Histogram of the image in 

(a). The found threshold is 120. 

           (a)                                        (b)

(c)

Fig. 3.  (a) An infrared image. (b) Binarization result 

by the two algorithms. (c) The histogram of the image 

in (a). The found threshold is 77. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.  (a) A thermal infrared image. (b) Bad two-

cluster segmentation result. (c) Good three-cluster 

segmentation result where the clusters are denoted by 

three gray levels.  (d) The histogram of the image in 

(a) with two thresholds 60 and 150. 
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In many segmentation tasks, one threshold may not 

give satisfactory results. For example, the thermal 

infrared image (Fig. 4(a)) from a surveillance video 

system cannot be handled with one threshold, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4(b) where the threshold found is 65. 

We see that the wanted object (the person) cannot be 

separated from the other objects. In this case, we can 

try segmentation with two thresholds found from the 

histogram. Both our algorithm and the Otsu’s 

algorithm obtained two thresholds 60 and 150. The 

good segmentation result is given in Fig. 4(c) where 

the three clusters are represented with three different 

grey levels. 

Now we compare the computational time taken by 

the two algorithms. As mentioned in the last section, 

the new algorithm with complexity )(cLQO  is much 

more efficient than the Otsu’s algorithm with 

complexity )( ccLO , where c  is the number of clusters 

and Q  is the number of iterations. In the experiments 

of two-cluster segmentation, the new algorithm needs 

only 0.0001 second to handle one image, and is about 

one order of magnitude faster than the Otsu’s 

algorithm. In the segmentation of three clusters,  the 

new algorithm takes about 0.0008 second, while the 

Otsu’s algorithm have to spend 0.17 second. The new 

algorithm is more than 200 times faster in this case. 

Therefore, our algorithm is more suitable for real-time 

video surveillance and tracking systems.  

5. Conclusions 

Image segmentation by binarization (thresholding) 

is the classic technique that is still used widely in many 

applications of pattern recognition and computer vision. 

The main advantage is in its simplicity and good 

efficiency, which is a crucial requirement in most real-

time systems. 

We have presented a new efficient optimization-

based approach to image binarization. The algorithm 

iteratively minimizes a weighted sum-of-squared-error 

objective function, which is expected to finally 

generate good segmentation of gray levels on the 

histogram. Our approach is proved equivalent to the 

Otsu’s method, which is popular and ranked as the best 

and fastest global thresholding technique in the survey 

papers [2] and [3]. However, our re-formulation of the 

problem allows us to develop an even more efficient 

algorithm.  

A number of experiments have been carried out to 

test our algorithm and the Otsu’s algorithm. While the 

two algorithms yield the same segmentation results, 

our algorithm is more than 10 times and 200 times 

faster for two-cluster and three-cluster segmentation, 

respectively. Therefore, our algorithm is more efficient 

and has more applications, especially in real-time 

video surveillance and tracking systems. 
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